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Summary
We conducted the program with participants form two schools. At the first school we conducted the
program as a short course on Friday afternoons and Saturday mornings.
We introduced the program with a UNESCO interactive ICT in Education e learning CD. This CD was
very appropriate because it practical introduced e learning and ICT in Education. The course-ware
was targeted specially for teachers and stakeholders in education which was also a bridge for some
teachers who had little insight of ICT in education and Open Source in particular. The UNESCO CD
introduced and discussed FOSS in a very favorable tone.
After the CD module we then commenced with the ICT@innovation Module. We partly achieved our
original objectives. We managed to introduce and demystify FOSS in general. However most of the
participants had little basic IT appreciation. This forced us to simplify our approach. We were not did
not discuss advanced FOSS or other advanced open source projects like Moodle and other E learning
and Course Management systems or cover all the topics in the various modules. The participants were
from diverse technical proficiency . We had to find a common ground by continuing the program as a
continuous foss story. We did not follow the course modules in the original order. The popular case
studies were of Linus Tovalds and Mark Shuttleworth Ubuntu story.
Almost all participants were from the grassroots and at this level I discovered that people are not
negatively biased against FOSS hence there is a need to continue to enlighten and offer more
relevant open source technical proficiency and capacity building training programs. We also
established a market for further training in appropriate FOSS packages for Education and general
everyday computing.
The teachers were very much motivated. They were also concerned with the value the training and
certification to their careers. We achieved that as we even managed to persuade the schools to partly
sponsor the participants. The supporting partner infrastructure was also pivotal in fortifying credibility
to the program. Participants were delighted to be part of The ICT@innovations and other on line open
source communities with prospects for further benefits. However on the other hand most of the
participants as teachers,were not likely to establish their own businesses. However they are pivotal in
promoting the acceptance of FOSS at grassroots. WE found out that there is a need to have a specific
ICT in Education program for Decision Makers and Implementers . This could be in form of Expos or
demonstrations to practically demonstrate complete FOSS Education and e Learning systems.
Together with the FOSS literate teachers , trainer of trainers and students training programs , we will
gradually and eventually create a strong business market for ourselves and others
Occurrences
I was very fortunate that through word of mouth from one of the participants, I was invited to offer the
program at another school which was not not on our original plans.
Recommendations for further trainings
For FOSS in education I would recommend specializing in excellent Foss solutions eg
Open(Libre)Office / Edubuntu. Moodle etc
In this project I felt that The FOSS introductory and advocacy Module be simplified or combined into
one foss story. Simplified for beginners..Advocacy should also be enhanced by by including various
practical examples of open source course-ware programs and initiatives like the Global campus, FTA
ict@innovations UNESCO in Education etc.

Further information: http://www.ict-innovation.fossfa.net/wiki/public-wiki/course-advancedafrican-foss-business-models/national-course-versions/mozambique
Report on National FOSS Business Models Training
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